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This paper des ribes the appli ation of the parti le swarm optimizer PSO to the realtime adaptive antenna ontrol. The PSO is an evolutionary pro edure similar to geneti algorithms,
but generally it requires only few parameters to be alibrated. Furthermore, the PSO optimizer is
mu h easier to be implemented. To assess the performan e of su h a te hnique as ompared to stateof-the-art methods, a set of sele ted experiments is arried out and the obtained results are deeply
analyzed from a omputational point of view as well as in terms of the numeri al performan e.
(

Abstra t.

)

1. INTRODUCTION

The

PSO

was developed in 1995 [1℄ by Eberhart and Kennedy and it simulates the behavior and

distributed intelligen e of swarms. Su h a numeri al pro edure is simple and it
a wide range of ele tromagneti s appli ations [2℄. Re ently,

PSO

has been su

an be applied to
essfully applied to

antenna design [3℄[4℄ and to inverse s attering problems [5℄. This paper is aimed at assessing the
ee tiveness of su h an approa h in dealing with a

omplex and time-varying problem as the on-line

ontrol of adaptive array antennas. Within this framework, the

PSO

is used to adaptively tune the

array weights in order to separate the desired signal from noise and interfering sour es by maximizing

SINR
SINR
PSO

the

at the re eiver. This task is obtained maximizing the Signal-to-Interferen e-plus-Noise-

Ratio (

).

The paper is organized as follows. In Se tion 2, the mathemati al details of the appli ation of the
to the real-time adaptive array

ontrol are presented.

proposed pro edure is presented and the results
3). Finally, some

Then, a numeri al assessment of the

ompared with those of referen e methods (Se t.

on lusions follows in Se t. 4.

2. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION

Let us to

onsider a linear array where

element distan e equal to
and the assumption of
the re eiver

d=

λ
2,

λ

M

isotropi

elements are equally spa ed with an inter-

being the free spa e wavelength. Under narrow-band

o- hannel interferen e, the signal-to-noise-plus-interferen e ratio (

an be optimized by maximizing the following

onditions

SINR

) at

ost fun tion arising from the Applebaum

theory [6℄

φ(w̄) =

[α(θd )]t w

2
(1)

[w]t∗ CT w

j

2π

α(θd ) being an array- olumn whi h th element is given by αm (θd ) = ejm λ dsen(θd ) , m = 0, ..., M − 1;
θd is the in ident angle indi ating the impinging dire tion of the desired signal (
); w =
wm = cm ejϕm ; m = 0, ..., M − 1 , and CT is the measurable desired-plus-undesired ovarian e matrix. By assuming onstant amplitude oe ients cm , the antenna array is ontrolled by ontinuously
-based pro edure.
tuning the phase oe ients ϕm for maximizing (1) and a ording to a
More in detail, the
( alled

parti les

PSO

DOA

PSO

is an evolutionary pro edure, whi h operates on symboli

) of trial solutions. The algorithm

onsiders a set of

S

representations

parti les (or

swarm

),

D=

{Ps ; s = 1, ..., S},

and it operates following so ial intera tion rules. in order to a hieve the goal of

minimizing or maximizing a suitable tness fun tion that determines n
the quality of the solution
o of

the problem at hand. Ea h parti le

Ps

is lo ated at the position

moves in the solution spa e with a velo ity

vs =

n

(s)

xs = ϕm ; m = 0, ..., M − 1

(s)

o

vm ; m = 0, ..., M − 1

by iteration (k being the iteration number), the parti le ies from
position

xs (k + 1)

. Su

essively, iteration

urrent position

in order to ee tively sample the sear hing spa e a

and

xs (k)

to another

ording to the following

updating relation:

(s)
(s)
ϕ(s)
m (k + 1) = ϕm (k) + vm (k + 1)

(2)

where

n

n

o

o

(s)
(s)
(s)
(s)
vm
(k + 1) = Iw vm
(k) + C1 U1 p(s)
m (k) − ϕm (k) + C2 U2 gm (k) − ϕm (k)

(3)

s

ps (k) being the lo ation with the highest tness value dis overed by the th parti le up till now
(ps (k) = arg {maxh=1,...,k [φ(xs (h))]}) and g(k) is the position in the solution spa e of highest global
tness (g(k) = arg {maxs=1,...,S [φ(ps (h))]}); U1 and U2 are random numbers sele ted between 0 and
1; C1 and C2 are positive onstants alled
: they model the  ognition and
so ial weight of the swarm pushing ea h parti le xs (k) towards ps (k) and g(k). Finally, the inertial
weight Iw is a s aling fa tor of the velo ity v s (k).
The iterative pro ess is repeated until g(K) ≤ η where η is a xed threshold and K is the iteration

a eleration oe ients

of the

onvergen e of the optimization pro edure.

3. NUMERICAL ASSESSMENT

PSO

In order to asses the ee tiveness of the
ing of

M = 20

isotropi

the Dolph-Chebys hev

elements was
riterion.

feren e s enario was modeled a

-based real-time

ontrol strategy, a linear array

onsidered. The weight amplitudes

cm

was

As far as the time-varying environment is
ording to the sto hasti

life-time of the interfering signals was
arrival was assumed to be equal to

hosen

1 Hz .

Lt = 5

hosen a

onsistording

on erned, the inter-

model des ribed in [7℄. In parti ular, the

and the Poisson frequen y of the interferen e

Moreover, the amplitude of the interfering signals

si ,

i = 1, ..., I (I being the number of the interfering signals) was assumed to be 30 dB above the desired
signal sd . Su h a referen e signal was onsidered to impinge on the me hani al bore-sight of the
array antenna. Finally, a ba kground noise sn of about 30 dB below the level of sd was added at the
re eived signal.
As an example, Fig. 1 gives a representative plot of the sto hasti

interferen e s enario by show-

ing the distribution of the angles of arrival of the interfering signals during the iterative pro ess.
Con erning the

dimension

For

),

PSO

swarm

S = 40 (
Iw = 0.4.

parameters, the following values was heuristi ally determined:

a eleration terms

C1 = C2 = 2.0 (

), and the

onstant inertial weight equal to

omparison purposed, the same s enario was deal with other state-of-the-art

ontrol methods

in order to point out the advantages and possible limitations of the proposed approa h.

Within

su h a framework, the optimal theoreti al strategy or the optimal Applebaum's methods [6℄ as well
as a deterministi
into a

pro edure based on the least mean square error

ount. Moreover, for

Real-Time Geneti Algorithm LRTGA
(

) and detailed in [9℄, was

LMS

riterion (

ompleteness, a modied version of a Geneti

) [8℄ was taken

Algorithm,

onsidered, as well.
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Figure 1.

Angles of arrival (θi , i = 1, ..., I ) of the interfering signals versus the iteration number k.

The strategy based on the

PSO

generally outperformed other methodologies in terms of

onvergen e

rate as well as robustness to the noise-interferen es. In terms of empiri al tuning of meta-heuristi
parameters, the

alibration phase required a very short time as

pro edures being the number of

ompared to that of other sto hasti

ontrol parameters very limited.
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Comparisons of the behavior of the SINR obtained by using dierent kinds of minimization
pro edures.

As a representative example, Figure 2 shows the behavior of the
for dierent strategies. It
to be greater of about

4 dB

SINR

during the iterative pro ess

PSO
LRTGA

an be observed that on average the performan e of the
than that of the best numeri al method (namely the

turns out

).

4. CONCLUSIONS

An optimization method based on the Parti le Swarm Optimizer has been applied to the realtime

ontrol of linear antenna arrays.

By means of some preliminary numeri al experiments, the

ee tiveness of the proposed approa h has been pointed out and the a hieved results have been
ompared with referen e

losed-form solutions as well as with other referen e numeri al methods.

Future work will aimed at extending the proposed pro edure to the adaptive
geometries and to further assess the ability of the

ontrol of various array

ontrol strategy in dealing with more realisti

environments.
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